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UM ZOOLOGIST TO LEAD EARTHWATCH EXPEDITION TO HAWAII 
MISSOULA—
If you scuba dive and are looking for a two-week vacation in Hawaii this 
summer, consider the possibility of a research expedition to study coral reef 
fish.
Earthwatch, a non-profit organization, sponsors expeditions around the 
world which are financed in part by having participants, known as "volunteers,"
share the costs.
No experience other than scuba-diving certification is necessary for the 
trip, titled "Natural History of Coral Reef Fishes."
Volunteers will pay $1,250 plus air fare. The tax-deductible fee supports 
costs of food, lodging, scuba tanks, research equipment, boat rental and the 
services of the expedition leader or "principal investigator "
Philip Motta, assistant zoology professor at the University of Montana, 
will lead the four two-week Hawaiian expeditions. The sessions run from June 
13 to 26, June 29 to July 12, July 18 to 31 and Aug. 10 to 23. Earthwatch wel­
comes volunteers age 16 to 75.
Motta says each session is limited to eight volunteers. Two zoological 
doctoral candidates at the University of Hawaii will accompany the expedition.
The groups will study the ecology, behavior and interation of butterfly 
fish, of which Motta says Hawaii has 22 species. The study will promote under­
standing of the balance of predators and prey within reef ecology., Researchers 
are investigating butterfly fish as an "early warning system" that could measure
(over)
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pollution's effect on coral reefs.
Motta, who received his doctorate from the University of Hawaii, studied 
fish in Hawaii for five years and was asked to lead the research expedition when 
its principal investigator, his former professor at the University of Hawaii, 
went on sabbatical
The 30-year-old zoologist has studied how the structure of fish jaws affects 
eating habits. His studies have taken him from his native Jamaica in the Carib­
bean Sea to Hawaii and Enewetak Atoll in the mid-Pacific.
People interested in joining the expedition may contact Motta at 243-5823 or 
in UM's Health Sciences Building, Room 306.
